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Royal77 Casino
 





The Royal77 Casino is full of a large assortment of popular and new slots, a good collection of card and table games. A detailed analysis of all the possibilities is described below, but for now we will highlight the main information.

 




















Safety
 











Despite the short period of time on the market, Royal77 Casino online casino evokes the feeling of a reliable service. The technical side and the protection system are equipped with the latest developments in the field of programming. The development team guarantees the reliability and performance of the main site, the safety of personal data of the players and encryption using SSL protocols.
 



























Limitations
 











A key limitation is the inability to play games for persons under the age of majority. In this regard, a special verification and data verification system has been developed. Online casinos do not tolerate breaking the rules and manipulating game accounts. If a player is banned for breaking the rules, amnesty will not work.
 



























License
 











The casino has an international gambling license from Curacao. You can get acquainted with it on the bookmaker’s website. According to the published information, the online service is registered in accordance with all the requirements and has the right to carry out its activities.
 
 



























Royal77 Casino Mobile version
 






















The mobile version of the site is implemented at the highest level. Optimization is excellent, all sections work quickly on any device. All fonts do not stand out from the crowd, it is pleasant to look at such an interface, even through a smartphone screen.
Mobile app
However, for those who like to play through modern phones, the service has not created mobile applications. You can verify this by contacting the support service, but the administration guarantees that this oversight will be eliminated soon.
 
 

































Royal77 Casino Bonuses
 






















The bonus system from Royal77 Casino online casino is extensive. There are up to five active shares in 2021.
Registration bonus
Each new player of the service can activate a registration bonus. It consists in the fact that the casino pays new players 100% of the first deposit. You can deposit up to 12,423 Malaysian ringgits and receive the same bonus. Not every global gambling service can make such an offer.
All bonus funds go to the appropriate account and require wagering. You can find out about the conditions for wagering bonus funds on the website, in the rules section.

Weekly cashback
Weekly cashback is paid at the end of each week, and the amount depends on the player’s level. The level is pumped over time and with the number of bets made. The system only counts the amounts that the player uses.
According to the promotion table, players receive cashbacks in the amount of 5 to 11 percent of lost bets per week. Such a bonus is worth it to level up your account at Royal77 Casino online casino.

 Megajackpot
A unique offer from the administration, according to which players can get a mega jackpot in any game of the service. To do this, you need to play, you won’t be able to get it on purpose, only luck and the choice of the system at your discretion.
The amount of the megajackpot is immediately credited to the game account, does not require wagering, which allows you to instantly withdraw it to your bank card or electronic wallet.
 

































Royal77 Casino Payment methods
 























The service offers a large number of popular payment systems through which the player will carry out financial transactions on the site. You can get acquainted with the entire list on the website, among them: VISA, MasterCard, QIWI, WebMoney, ecoPayz and Neteller.
Deposits
Deposit limits are limited but large. The minimum amount you can deposit is from 8 Malaysian ringgits. The upper limit of the limit is the amount of 82,820 Malaysian ringgits. The amount for each system is different, so the most profitable service will be the use of VISA and MasterCard. All credits are made instantly.
Withdraw funds
Withdrawals are not a sore subject. All the above payment systems are also available here, but the limits are somewhat less pleasant. The minimum withdrawal can also be made for an amount of 8 Malaysian ringgits, but the upper threshold is set at only 41,410 Malaysian ringgits per day. The terms are varied, from days to three, depending on the chosen payment system.
 












































Royal77 Casino official website
 

















By visiting the official website of the Royal77 Casino online casino, the user will see the standard design in this direction. The color scheme consists of a black background with yellow buttons that stand out nicely against it. Attention blocks with promotional offers and sweepstakes are decorated in large blocks with original traced advertising creatives.
The upper horizontal bar of the service menu invites players to familiarize themselves with the sections:
• The main
• Tournaments
• Promotions
• Live-Casino
• Bingo
• Sport
The online chat function has been implemented, which allows you to contact the administration or the support service, which works quickly and easily around the clock. The central part is intended for placing information of the section selected by the user. The basement serves as an information corner, where you are invited to get acquainted with providers, payment systems and service rules.











































Royal77 Casino Slot machines
 






















The slot machines in Royal77 Casino are immediately noticeable as they are featured on the home page. The administration has conveniently placed subsections for which the player can quickly find the slot or card game he needs.
Live games
The Live Casino section has over 100 games. Here you can play roulette, bingo, online slots, poker, blackjack and much more. The beauty of the service lies in the presence of online broadcasts, where professional croupiers, both male and female, appear in front of the players. When using this technology, the player is immersed in the atmosphere of a gambling house without leaving his apartment.
Slots
The selection of slots is incredible. More than 1000 varieties are presented to the attention of the player. Here you will find both old and long-forgotten devices, as well as modern, unfinished ones. For convenience, a unique filtering system was developed, where the player immediately selects either the most popular slots or the most profitable for the players.
Free games
You can play any game for free. In addition to demo versions for slots, which are offered by all services, the user can try himself in Live Casino. Not all services offer this, which is an undeniable advantage. To play the demo version of any game on the service, the player does not need to register and deposit money into the account. The administration allows even guests of the service to try their hand, without forcing them to become clients of the club.

 






















 





Live games
 

















 





Slots
 

















 





Free games
 

































 Providers
 











There are many well-known companies among the providers that provide the operation of slots. If a player wants to choose a slot from a specific developer, then the online casino has a special section with games from popular providers Optibet, Playson, Habanero, Endorphina and others.
 



























Tournaments
 











Tournaments are held constantly. At the moment, there are four active tournaments with prize pools of up to 20,705 Malaysian ringgits. The rules are simple and are described in the Tournaments section. In addition, the administration makes an announcement for 2-3 tournaments in advance so that players are ready and plan their leisure time in advance.
 



























Royal77 Casino Check in
 











You can complete the registration procedure on the official website of the Royal77 Casino online casino. In the upper right corner of the main page there is a button “Registration”, by clicking on which in the middle of the screen a special menu appears.
Registration methods
At the moment, there are two ways to register: using e-mail and using a cell phone number. Both options are the same and require either a valid email address or a valid mobile phone number. It is important to enter correct data, since authorization will be available only after confirmation of the registration procedure, which is performed using a code sent to you by email or phone.
Speaking of two standard methods, it is worth mentioning the more modern ones, when using a social network account. Now you can register by linking your account from Facebook, Gmail, etc. It is convenient and progressive, which allows you to complete the registration procedure in a matter of seconds.
 



























Royal77 Casino Verification
 











Account verification is not immediately required, but we recommend that you go through it immediately. It takes no more than 24 hours on average, but if you postpone this indefinitely, then when withdrawing funds, problems and delays may arise. In order to verify the account, the administration will ask you to send a photo or scanned copies of personal documents, the first page of your passport with your full name, date of birth, photo and document number.
In addition, the administration may require other documents that can certify them that you are an adult, and also have the opportunity to use the services of an online casino. We recommend that you treat such checks adequately and fulfill all the requirements of the organizers in order to avoid unnecessary problems.
 



























Royal77 Casino personal account
 











The entrance to your personal account is located next to the “Registration” button. To do this, you must enter your username and password, which were invented during the registration of a new account. The login will be either an email address or a cell phone number.
In case of data loss, the player is invited to use the password recovery service. This function involves sending a verification code to the specified email address, or to a phone number. After that, the password can be changed to a new one.
The functionality of the personal account is simple and understandable to everyone. Here it is possible to view personal information, change it if necessary. The function of making a deposit and withdrawing funds is also included, and to conduct analytics of your activities, you can familiarize yourself with the statistics of payments and withdrawals.
 



























Royal77 Casino Mirror
 











Due to the fact that the international gambling license of Curacao is not legitimate on the territory of some countries, the players of this country may have difficulties in gaining access.
To get to the Royal77 Casino website, you need to use third-party mirrors, which will do everything on their own in 5 seconds. The mirror is a back door for online casinos, closing access to which two new ones open.
You can read more about this in other articles, since the topic is vast. It is enough to know and understand that the administration is worried about the comfort of its customers and therefore always publishes active mirrors in their social networks, groups, and channels.
 



























Affiliate program
 











The service offers its players to earn money not only at the casino, but also at the expense of other players. To participate in the program, you need to register and go to the “Affiliate Program” section. At the first step, the service offers to get acquainted with its original referral link, which is posted in your personal account.
By sharing it, the player will receive pleasant bonuses to his game account for each new user who signs up for it. The number of invitees is not limited. Bonuses are received at the end of each month based on the calculation of the number of registered players, as well as their amount of the deposit made.
 



























Benefits
 











	A large number of bonus programs.
	Prompt withdrawal of funds.
	Simplified registration procedure.
	No blocking for no reason.
	Loyal rules.
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